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Intent for Hockey Curriculum 2020-2021 
All children will experience a well-balanced and comprehensive curriculum that enhances informed, intellectual, developmental and moral character. As a result, this will improve 

life chances, inter-personal relationships, social mobility and preparedness for employment.  Our curriculum will encourage everyone to have a positive impact on society. 

Students at Haygrove are given a wide range of activities at KS3 so they can develop the skills and tactics needed to be successful and spot relationships that transfer from one 

activity to another and eventually from PE across to other subjects and aspects of life. All aspects of character are developed through physical activity to make students at 

Haygrove strong characters and ultimately more employable. Students will hopefully find activities that they enjoy in KS3 and they can further this positive relationship with exercise 

by joining the extensive extra-curricular offer and when they choose their own options in KS4.  

Team sports encourage students to work with others and whilst having the responsibility to do their best to fulfil their role as part of a team they must also have empathy for others 

they are competing with or against. By being involved team sports students will develop their social skills and have the confidence to meet new people they play with and against. 

By adhering to the rules within team sports students appreciate the need to be a good citizen and appreciate their role in society. 

By the time students leave Haygrove in Y11 they will have developed an understanding of the importance of exercise and the social and physical skills as well as the will and 

interest  required to continue to do so post 16. 

Implementation: Compulsory Block in Y7 and 8, Pathway block Y9, Option block Y10/11 

Term Enquiry/Top

ic/Unit:  

Key Outcomes:  Character Education:  Assessment:  Vocabulary:  Home-Learning:  

 Hockey Technique: Develop dribbling, reverse stick, 

passing, receiving, marking, tackling and 

invading space. 

Tactics: Develop understanding of rules 

and playing positions.  

Physical capacity: Improve speed, 

strength, stamina and flexibility. Should be 

sufficiently developed to cope with the 

demands of the activity. 

Mental capacity: Develop the 

determination to succeed to be able to 

Formative: Verbal 

feedback, 

observations and 

plenaries in lessons. 

Peer and self-

assessment and 

personal reflections. 

Summative: Self-

assessment and 

Teacher assessment 

based on success 

criteria shared at the 

Formative: Verbal feedback, 

observations and plenaries in 

lessons. Peer and self-

assessment and personal 

reflections. 

Summative: Self-assessment 

and Teacher assessment 

based on success criteria 

shared at the beginning and 

end of each unit. 

Push pass, hit, dribbling,  

reverse stick, receiving, 

tackle, invading space 

and positional names. 

Attendance to school 

clubs and local sports 

clubs. 
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deal with challenging situations. Improve 

the ability to deal with emotions. 

Evaluation: Successfully identify strengths 

and weaknesses in their own and others 

performances and, using the correct 

terminology, suggest ways to improve. 

beginning and end of 

each unit. 

Impact: The block of work aims to develop the resilience to solve problems and reflect upon existing understanding of games to be successful 

in unfamiliar scenarios. The block of work helps students improve their confidence and the ability to work with others towards achieving a common objective as 

part of a team. Students are encouraged to develop the individual skills required to be effective within a given role. The block of work continues 

to develop student's empathy to be able to effectively work to their own strengths and against weaknesses as well as the social skills to help others to achieve 

success with courteous feedback. The block of work encourages students to improve their physical capacity and the mental resilience to do their best whilst 

working towards aims they have set to improve their performance.  

 


